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A critical review of some damage models with unilateral effect
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Abstract

The concern here is the macroscopic modeling of the brittle damage unilateral effect (due to the opening-closure of microcracks). Several formulations have been proposed in recent years to solve the problems pointed out by Chaboche (Int. J. Damage Mech. 1 (1992) 148). In this paper, we examine precisely two of these new formulations (Int. J. Damage Mech. 2 (1993) 311; Int. J. Damage Mech. 5 (1996) 384) and show that they still exhibit some major inconsistencies.

1. Introduction

The particularities of the mechanical response of quasi-brittle materials such as some rocks, concrete, ceramics have been widely explained by the existence, nucleation and growth of microcracks. The oriented nature of these microdefects, coupled with the unilateral contact of their lips (i.e. microcracks can be either open or closed depending on loading), lead to a complex anisotropic behavior notably characterized by a recovery of some effective properties at the closure of microcracks.

In an extensive critical review paper, Chaboche (1992) has pointed out that no existing continuum damage model could account accurately for the damage activation–deactivation process (referred to as unilateral effect). Generally, the description of this phenomenon led to either a non-symmetric elastic stiffness tensor or the occurrence of discontinuities in the stress–strain response. To address this critical issue, several new damage formulations have been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we examine two of these new formulations (Chaboche, 1993; Halm and Dragon, 1996) and show that, although they offer a better overall description of damage, they still exhibit some internal inconsistencies.

Usual intrinsic notation is employed throughout. In particular, the tensor products of two second-order tensors \( \mathbf{a} \) and \( \mathbf{b} \) are defined by:

\[
[\mathbf{a} \otimes \mathbf{b}] : \mathbf{x} = (\mathbf{b} : \mathbf{x}) \mathbf{a}, \quad [\mathbf{a} \otimes \mathbf{b}] : \mathbf{x} = \mathbf{a} \cdot \mathbf{x} \cdot \mathbf{b}^T, \quad [\mathbf{a} \otimes \mathbf{b}] : \mathbf{x} = \mathbf{a} \cdot \mathbf{x}^T \cdot \mathbf{b}^T, \quad \mathbf{a} \otimes \mathbf{b} = [\mathbf{a} \otimes \mathbf{b} + \mathbf{a}]
\]
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for any second-order tensor $\mathbf{x}$. Moreover, $\mathbf{n}^{\otimes p} = \mathbf{n} \otimes \mathbf{n} \otimes \cdots \otimes \mathbf{n}$ describes the $p$th tensor product power of any vector $\mathbf{n}$, $\mathbf{I}$ denotes the second-order identity tensor, $H$ represents the Heaviside function and the set of unit vectors $(\mathbf{e}_1, \mathbf{e}_2, \mathbf{e}_3)$ forms an orthonormal basis.

2. Presentation of the models

The models are formulated within the framework of irreversible thermodynamics with internal variables, in which the single dissipative mechanism considered is nucleation and growth of microcracks. In the undamaged state, the material is assumed to be isotropic and linear elastic, the corresponding elastic stiffness tensor is denoted by $\mathbf{C}_0$ and the Lamé coefficients are $\lambda_0$ and $\mu_0$. Since the discussion presented below is restricted to the investigation of the elastic response, we just present the thermodynamic potential postulated in these models. Let denote by $\mathbf{e}$ the strain tensor and by $\mathbf{D}$ the damage internal variable(s).

2.1. Formulation of Chaboche (1993)

This formulation constitutes a general framework that can be applied to any macroscopic damage model. In the case of a strain formulation, the thermodynamic potential $w$ takes the form:

$$w(\mathbf{e}, \mathbf{D}) = -$$
where $d_i$ and $v_i$ are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of $D$. According to the previous spectral decomposition (4), any damage configuration is thus equivalent to three mutually orthogonal sets of parallel microcracks.

The thermodynamic potential proposed in (Halm and Dragon, 1996) has the following expression:

$$w(\varepsilon, D) = \frac{\lambda_0}{2} \text{tr}^2 \varepsilon + \mu_0 \text{tr}(\varepsilon : \varepsilon) + x \text{tr} \varepsilon \text{tr}(\varepsilon : D) + 2\beta \text{tr}(\varepsilon : D)$$

$$- (x + 2\beta) \varepsilon : \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{3} H(-v_i : \varepsilon : v_i) d_i \varepsilon^{i4} \right] : \varepsilon \quad (5)$$

where the constant $g$ characterizes residual effects due to damage, whereas $x$ and $\beta$ are two coefficients related to the degradation of elastic properties.

In the formulation (5), the fourth-order tensorial operator $d_i \varepsilon^{i4}$ ensures the cancellation of the contribution of the equivalent set of microcracks with normal $v_i$ to the degradation of the normal stiffness in this direction when $v_i : \varepsilon : v_i \leq 0$. The model postulated in (Halm and Dragon, 1996) is thus based on the spectral decomposition of $D$ to account for damage unilateral effect.

3. Critical analysis

As indicated in the introduction, the above formulations show some inconsistencies. Let point them out through two simple examples.

Let us examine first the formulation (1) proposed in (Chaboche, 1993) when the set of unit vectors $(v_1, v_2, v_3)$ corresponds to a principal basis of the second-order damage variable $D$. Consider a state $(\varepsilon, D)$ for which strain is uniaxial $\varepsilon = \epsilon_0 \varepsilon^T$ with $\epsilon_0 < 0$ and tensor $D$ is isotropic, i.e. $D = d_0 I$. Since the material is assumed to be isotropic in the case of active damage, the stiffness tensor $\bar{C}$ is isotropic and has the form:

$$\bar{C} = (\lambda_0 + a) I^{\otimes 2} + 2(\mu_0 + b) \mathbf{1} \boxtimes \mathbf{1} \quad (6)$$

where $a$ and $b$ are scalar functions of $D$. Besides, as damage is described by a spherical tensor, tensor $D$ has an infinite number of principal bases and the set of vectors $(v_1, v_2, v_3)$ can be identified with any of these bases. In particular, if we choose the basis $(e_1, e_2, e_3)$ for the set $(v_1, v_2, v_3)$, then Eqs. (1) and (6) yield:

$$w(\varepsilon, D) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 2\lambda_0 + 2\mu_0 - \eta (a + 2b) \right] \epsilon_0^2 \quad (7)$$

Let us check the uniqueness of the representation (7). If we identify $(v_1, v_2, v_3)$ with an other principal basis of $D$, say $(t_1, t_2, t_3)$ such that:

$$t_1 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(e_1 + e_2), \quad t_2 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(-e_1 + e_2), \quad t_3 = e_3$$

then we obtain:

$$w(\varepsilon, D) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \lambda_0 + 2\mu_0 - \eta (a + 2b) \right] \epsilon_0^2 \quad (8)$$

Comparison between (7) and (8) clearly shows that $w(\varepsilon, D)$ is not unique. Thus, a state $(\varepsilon, D)$ can be associated with several different values of the free energy (an infinite number in the present case); this shows that $w$ is not a thermodynamic potential.

The formulation proposed in (Halm and Dragon, 1996) leads to the same mathematical anomaly. Indeed, Eq. (5) can be written in the form (residual effects due to damage being neglected, thus $g = 0$):

$$w(\varepsilon, D) = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon : \bar{C} : \varepsilon + -$$
with

$$\widetilde{\mathbf{C}} = \mathbf{C}_0 + z(\mathbf{I} \otimes \mathbf{D} + \mathbf{D} \otimes \mathbf{I}) + 2\beta(\mathbf{I} \overline{\otimes} \mathbf{D} + \mathbf{D} \overline{\otimes} \mathbf{I})$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

which shows that the formulation postulated in (Halm and Dragon, 1996) enters the general framework proposed in (Chaboche, 1993) that we have just investigated above. From this remark, we can conclude that the introduction of the damage unilateral condition in the basic model proposed in (Dragon et al., 1994) makes \(w\) lose its status of thermodynamic potential. Note that we arrive to the same conclusion when residual effects are taken into account.

When the set of unit vectors \((v_1, v_2, v_3)\) corresponds to a principal basis of the strain tensor \(e\), the formulation (1) postulated in (Chaboche, 1993) associates each state \((e, D)\) with a single value of the free energy \(w(e, D)\). It can be shown however that this choice of unit vectors \((v_1, v_2, v_3)\) does not ensure the uniqueness of the representation of the elastic stiffness tensor \(C = C(e, D)\). Consider a state \((e, D)\) characterized by uniform strain \(e = \varepsilon_0 I\) with \(\varepsilon_0 < 0\) and damage variable(s) \(D\) such that tensor \(\widetilde{C}\) is isotropic (thus of the form (6)). In this case, the set of unit vectors \((v_1, v_2, v_3)\) can be identified with any of the principal bases of the strain tensor (as tensor \(e\) is spherical, it has an infinite number of principal bases). Let us determine the expression for tensor \(C\) when the set \((v_1, v_2, v_3)\) corresponds to either the basis \((e_1, e_2, e_3)\) or the basis \((t_1, t_2, t_3)\) defined in (8). In view of (2) and (6), we obtain:

$$\mathbf{C} = \widetilde{\mathbf{C}} - \eta(a + 2b)(e_i^{(4)} + e_i^{(2)} + e_i^{(1)}) \quad \text{when} \quad v_i = e_i \quad (i = 1, 2, 3) \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

and

$$\mathbf{C} = \widetilde{\mathbf{C}} - \eta(a + 2b)(t_i^{(4)} + t_i^{(2)} + t_i^{(1)}) \quad \text{when} \quad v_i = t_i \quad (i = 1, 2, 3) \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

At the same time,

$$t_i^{(4)} + t_i^{(2)} + t_i^{(1)} = \frac{1}{2}[e_i^{(4)} + e_i^{(2)} + e_i^{(1)} \otimes e_i^{(2)} \otimes e_i^{(2)} \otimes e_i^{(1)}] + e_i^{(2)} \overline{\otimes} e_i^{(2)} + e_i^{(2)}$$
4. Conclusion

The macroscopic modeling of the damage unilateral effect remains a difficult and open research field. Indeed, besides the evidence of the inconsistencies of the formulations proposed by Chaboche (1993) and Halm and Dragon (1996), this study illustrates more generally the shortcomings induced by the use of spectral decompositions to represent the damage activation–deactivation process. Note that such a conclusion has also been pointed out by Carol and William (1996). The proper description of the unilateral effect in constitutive formulations would then require to abandon such decompositions and to consider the problem through a new approach. This research is currently under work.
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